JOURNALISTS
SPEAK OUT
PWR New Media’s 2018 Journalist Survey

Ever wonder what journalists
want from PR pros?
Yeah. We have too. So we surveyed a few hundred journalists to find out.
Our respondents came from all media types, with newspaper, magazine
and online outlets leading the pack.
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72%
of our respondents write or
contribute to an online blog
or other online news service.

Journalists also confirmed that they like
releases – a majority told us they find releases
to be useful or very useful.

“They’re still the best way to
find out what is happening.”

“I get some good stories
out of press releases.”

– Anonymous Journalist,
PWR’s 2018 Journalist Survey

– Anonymous Journalist,
PWR’s 2018 Journalist Survey

Our respondents get releases via various sources, traditional and
unexpected—email, fax, snail mail, social, and even in person
delivery—but the vast majority PREFER RELEASES VIA EMAIL:
87% told us email is their preferred method.
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Journalists want release loaded with
TRANSFERABLE ASSETS—such as images,
videos, graphics—they can grab and reuse
online and in print or broadcast.
85%, for example, want high-res, downloadable images, while 82% want relevant
backgrounders and bios, and 56% want verbiage they can easily cut and paste.
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Transferable assets are so key that 77% of journalists
told us they’re MORE LIKELY TO COVER A STORY IF
THEY HAVE EASY ACCESS TO SUPPORTING IMAGES.

Journalists also want to hear from you.

84%

told us they’re open to hearing from PR professionals they’re
not already acquainted with and they’re comfortable being
contacted surprisingly often.

How often would you like
PR professionals to contact you?


Weekly – 38%



Quarterly – 16%



Monthly – 40%



Annually – 6%

Journalists are using more devices, platforms and content to research and
craft stories than every before.
While the overwhelming majority still use a computer for receiving and
researching story information, nearly half now use a smart phone and 21%
use an ipad or other tablet.
Social platforms are also important for research, with Twitter, Facebook and
LinkedIn leading the pack.
Which social media components or sites have you used when working on a story?
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48% LinkedIn
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Which digital resources do you currently use when researching a story or article?
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